[Data analysis of laser desorption/ionization mass spectrum of atmospheric aerosol particles using fuzzy clustering algorithms].
On-line measurement of size and composition of single particle using an aerosol time-of-flight Laser mass spectrometry (ATOFLMS) had been designed in our lab. Each particle's aerodynamic diameter is determined by measuring the delay time between two continuous-wave lasers, A Nd : YAG laser desorbs and ionizes molecules from the particle, and the time-of-flight mass spectrometer collects a mass spectrum of the generated ions. Then the composition of single particle is obtained. ATOFLMS generates large amount of data during the process period. How to process these data and extract valuable information is one of the key problems for the ATOFLMS. In this paper, the fuzzy clustering used to classify large numbers of mass spectral of air indoor by an ATOFLMS. Each revised spectrum is converted to a normalized 300-point vector, each point representing one mass unit. Then the positive ion mass spectra of a single particle are described as 300-dimensional data vectors using the ion masses as dimensions and the ion signal peak areas as values. The data vectors of all particles measured are written into a classification matrix. Each spectrum's data was stored as one row in this matrix. The Fuzzy c-means algorithm is an iterative method starting the calculation with random class centers to find a substructure in the data. The procedure works in such a way that finally similar objects (particle spectra) have a minimum distance between their corresponding data vectors, on the one hand, and to the center of a cluster, on the other hand. So the aim of the iteration is to find local minima in the N-dimensional space where N is the number of evaluated peak masses. The particle data used in this study were collected over a period one day in Hefei. During the campaign, inorganic salts, mineral particles, and carbonaceous particles, with varying degrees of secondary components, were identified. The detection results of particle size exhibit that aerosol is predominanantly in the form of fine particles, and the particles whose diameter larger than 1 microm are scare. The particles whose diameter less than 1 microm are make up of 95% of the total particles, and these particles are major distributed in 0.4-0.8 microm.